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PARTS CATALOGUE/ TECHNICAL GUIDE 

Cal. 7M22A 

[SPECIFICATIONS] 
  

Item 

Cal. No. 

7M22A 

  

Movement 

  

Movement size 

Outside diameter 
  

Casing diam»ter 

  

  Height 

  

  

Time indication 3 hands 
  

Driving system Step motor (Load compensated driving pulse type) 
  

Additional mechanism e Automatic generating system 

e Electronic circuit reset switch 

e Train wheel setting device 

e Date calendar 

e Instant setting device for date calendar 

e Energy depletion forewarning function 
  

Loss/gain Monthly rate at normal temperature range: less than 15 seconds 
  

Regulation system Nil 
  

Measuring gate by quartz tester Use 10-second gate. 
  

Power supply 

Power generator 
  

  Capacitor 

Automatic generating system 

Matsushita EECW 2R-4E 334 
  

Operating voltage range Capacitor voltage: 0.5 + 2.3V 
  

Expected life per charge From full charge to stoppage : Approx. 72 hours 

From the start of the second hand’s 

2-second step movement to stoppage : Approx. 12 hours 
  

Jewels     5 jewels 
  

HATTORI SEIKO CO, LTD. 
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© ~ © 
Reassembling procedures Figs.: @ ~ ©) 

Disassembling procedures Figs.: 

Lubricating: Types of oil 

@@ Moebius A 

OC> SEIKO Watch Oil 5-6   
Oil quantity 

OC> Normal quantity 

> Extremely small   
  

x 

La 

  

  
    
   

O => Please see the remarks on the following pages. 

022 247 

Date dial guard screw (2 pcs.) 

  

808 671 
Date diat guard 

Date jumper 

(©)816 671 
Date driving wheel 

7! (O2 671 

pa 
Hour wheel 

LI 977670 
Date corrector setting wheel 

962670 

Intermediate wheel for calendar correction 
  

— 022 417 

e Oscillating weight screw {1 pc. } 

  

022 247 

© Circuit block cover screw (3 pcs.) 

© Train wheel bridge screw (1pe.) 
e Date dial guard screw {2 pes.) 

© Capacitor clamp screw (2 pes.) 

© Oscillating weight bridge screw (2 pcs.)            



  

  

    

  

PARTS CATALOGUE Cal. 7M22A 

= Dozza weight screw 

(13) 500 657 
Oscillating weight 

| ZZ 8) 022 247 
\ Capacitor clamp screw 

en 7 4408 671 
& | (18) 4225 508 

A == Capacitor clamp 

«> 1 (194216 508 
; : Insulator for capacitor 
| N 

+ 473029 110 
i : Capacitor unit 

(18) 022 247 
Circuit cover screw 

   

  

    
   

   

    

@ | 2 4001 508 
[i 

62198657 
Oscillating weight bridge with @ 261 670 

(23 1002 508 
intermediate wheel for 
generating rotor 

@4)4146 508 
Generating rotor 

(28) 4002 508 
Generating coil block 

(28 4239 508 
Generating stator 

281 670 
Setting wheel 

011 323 

Lower hole jewel for generating 

rotor 

* For the lubrication of the os- 011 432 
cillating weight bridge screw, Lower hole jewet for intermediate 

refer to the remarks on p.5. wheel for generating rotor 

  

   

011 568 ! 
G9)4457 671 Upper hole jewel for | 

Circuit block cover step rotor 

  

Circuit block 

022 247 

- Oscillating weight bridge screw * 

— FF 1011324 
i E | Upper hole jewel for 65 701 530 
| | i Fifth wheel and 
! | generating rotor Te 
' > CG) + 011 738 pinion 

Ù Upper hole jewel for intermediate wheel 68 4146 531 
: for generating rotor Step rotor 

ball-bearıng Minute wheel 

| i 
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1 | | 
| | 
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Pil Train whee! bridge 

Il 

3241 671 
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Circuit block spacer 

| 

1/28) 4271 514 
Pa Capacitor connection (+) 

(29 4002 507 
Coil block 

' 
i 1} TE po 247 

Train wheel bridge screw 
{1 pe.) 

Éd 125 672 

4239 526 
Rotor stator 

282670 
© Clutch wheel 

Winding stem 

a 221 671 
| Center whee! and pinion 

(48) 101 657 
Main plate 

{plastic} 
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Remarks: 
      

© Date dial 

(3) Holding ring for dial 866 581 

43 Winding stem 351 670 

The type of these parts are determined based on the design of cases. Check the case number and refer to 

“SEIKO Casing Parts Catalogue” to choose a corresponding winding stem, 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Part code Position of crown Position of calendar Color of figure Color of background 

| 01 954 3 o'clock 3 o'clock Black White 

801 956 3 o'clock 6 o'clock Black White 

878 508 3 o'clock 6 o'clock Black Gold             

The type of date dial is determined based on the design of cases. 

For details, refer to “SEIKO Casing Parts Catalogue”. 

If any other type of date dial is required, please specify {1) Cal. No., (2) the crown position, (3) the calendar 

frame position, (4) Dial No. and {5} the color.     
  

TECHNICAL GUIDE 
  

© The explanation here is only for the particular points of Cal. 7M22A, 

© For the repairing, checking and measuring procedures, refer to the “TECHNICAL GUIDE, GENERAL 

INSTRUCTIONS". 

I. STRUCTURE OF THE CIRCUIT BLOCK 
Diode 

    Crystal unit 

C-MOS-IC 

Upconverter 

condenser 

Input terminal (+) 

Automatic generating input terminal Input terminal {-} 

Il. REMARKS ON DISASSEMBLING AND REASSEMBLING 

Use the universal movement holder for disassembling and reassembling.    



TECHNICAL GUIDE 
  

  

O) Hands 

® How to install 

Place the movement directly on the riveting plate shown in the illustration or a flat metal plate with the oscil- 

lating weight side down, so that the oscillating weight screw will not be damaged. Then press in the hands. 

   
AZ Oscillating weight screw 

After tightening the oscillating weight screw, check that the oscillating weight does not touch the 9 o’clock 

side of the capacitor lead terminal and that it moves smoothly. 

a Capacitor unit 

® Be sure to observe the correct polarity of the capacitor unit. The lead terminal is in- 

stalled on the (-) side as shown in the illustration. 

  

@ Set the 12 o'clock side of the capacitor lead terminal between the collars of the circuit 

block spacer. 

Capacitor lead terminal 

Collars 

  

® Capacitor voltage is approximately 0.3V when measured for the whole of the movement. However, when 

measured for the capacitor for after-sales servicing alone, the voltage is OV, 

@ Oscillating weight bridge screw Intermediate wheel for generating rotor 

Generating rotor Oscillating weight bridge with 

© Lubricating Moebius A_| Moebius A ball-bearing     
  

Before tightening the oscillating weight bridge screw, be 

sure to lubricate the upper and lower parts of the gener- 

ating rotor and intermediate wheel for generating rotor in 

the quantity specified in the illustration. 

© After tightening the oscillating weight bridge screw, turn 

the pinion of the intermediate wheel for generating rotor 

with tweezers to check that the rotor turns smoothly. 

© Be sure to lubricate the generating rotor and the inter- 

mediate wheel for generating rotor at the positions 

indicated by the lubricating marks in the exploded view 

on page 3. 
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@ Oscillating weight bridge with ball-bearing 

® Lubricating 

Be sure to lubricate the ball-bearing. 

@3 Intermediate wheel for generating rotor 

® Lubricating 

Refer to the illustration on the right. 

@ Train wheel setting lever 

® Setting position and lubricating 

Set the yoke and the train wheel setting lever into position. 

Lubricate the contacting portion of the yoke and the set- 

ting lever. 

6 Train wheel bridge 

© Setting position 

re 

  

      
      

  

Third wheel and pinion 

SE = 
CC 

@ Center wheel and pinion 

Step rotor 

® Lubricating 

Refer to the illustration on the right. 

Hi. VALUE CHECKING AND ADJUSTMENT 

e Coil biock resistance 

1.8KQ ~ 24KQ 

© Generating coil block resistance 

30082 ~ 4008 

4) Fourth wheel and pinion 

A Fifth wheel and pinion 

    

   Train wheel setting lever 

Fourth wheel and pinion Fifth wheel and pinion 

Third wheel and Pr 

  

  

    

  

Moebius À 

SEIKO Watch Oil S-6 

    

ih 
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TECHNICAL GUIDE 
  

© Current consumption 

For the whole of the movement: 1.5uA 

For the circuit block alone : 0.5pA 

© Measuring the current consumption for the whole of the movement 

1) Connect the tester as shown in the illustration. 

    SEIKO Digital Multi-Tester 

2) Start the measurement 16 seconds after connecting the tester, 

3) When measuring, look through the upper hole jewel for step rotor ( @ in the illustration), to check 

that the step rotor is rotating. 

4) If a stable measurement is not obtained for the current consumption, temporarily tighten the capacitor 

clamp screw, and then measure current consumption again. 

© Measuring the current consumption for the circuit block alone 

1) Start the measurement 16 seconds after connecting the tester, 

Remarks: 

When the current consumption exceeds the standard value for the whole of the movement but is less than 

the standard value for the circuit block alone, overhaul and clean the movement parts and then measure 

current consumption of the whole of the movement again. 

The driving pulse generated to compensate a heavy load that may apply on the gear train, etc. is considered 

to cause excessive current consumption for the whole of the movement.      



  

  

  

  

TECHNICAL GUIDE 
  

® Checking the automatic generating system 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

With the watch complete (case back opened), apply 

the probes of the tester to the capacitor unit as 

shown in the illustration to measure the initial volt- 

age. 

Close the case back temporarily, and swing the watch 

from side to side approximately 100 times rhyth- 

mically (at a rate of 1.5 times a second) with a snap 

of the wrist as shown in the illustration. 

Remove the case back, and measure the voltage of 

the capacitor unit in the same manner as in the step 

1) above. 

  

If the voltage obtained has increased more than 0.1V from the initial voltage, the automatic generat- 

ing system is normally operating. 

Ex.) Initial voltage : 0.5V —— 0.6V: Normal operation 

Remarks: 

1) When the watch completely stops, swinging it a few times moves the second hand at two-second intervals, 

but it stops after a few seconds. 

This is not a malfunction, indicating that the watch will normally operate if swung a few more times. 

2) The automatic generating system will not work even if the crown is turned. 

® Checking the normal operation of the watch 

1) Swing the watch from side to side approximately 

400 times rhythmically (at a rate of 1.5 times a 

second) with a snap of the wrist as shown in the 

illustration. Then, leave the watch untouched for 

24 hours, and check that it keeps operating during 

the period. 

  

Recharging information: Number of swings required and the duration of charge until the watch stops oper- 

  

  

  

  

  

ating 

Number of swings Duration of charge Movement of the second hand 

300 Approx. 12 hours 2-second step 

400 Approx. 24 hours 1-second step 

600 Approx. 48 hours 1-second step 

800 Approx. 72 hours 1-second step           

* The table above assumes that the initial voltage of the capacitor unit is 0.6V, 

Remarks: 

When the capacitor is replaced with a new one, the initial voltage is OV and, therefore, swing the watch ap- 

proximately 200 times more than specified in the table.     
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